Colour Distribution Specialists

W E L C O M E TO
OUR WORLD
OF PERFECT

C O L O U R

When the real colour
really matters
Typocolor is a niche specialist in replicating
colour, texture, finish and sheen of any product
for use in marketing support collateral. Unlike
all other print processes we use actual paint to
replicate your colours, not ink.
We work extensively with manufacturers of
decorative paints, wood coatings, doors,
windows, building renders, cosmetics,
automotive and marine products, for whom real
colour representation in marketing collateral is
very important.
Because we replicate exact colour and finish
our products not only provide certainty for
your customers in their colour selection (which
no other form of print is able to do), they also
reduce the likelihood of expensive returns and
complaints.

Our
Products

Colour Cards
and Charts

Colour cards, also known as colour charts,
display full colour ranges. They are produced
using ‘deposited’ colour (where colour is applied
directly onto paper) or ‘chip-mounted’ colour
(where coated colour chips are applied to card
giving a 3D effect).
Effects such as pearlescent, metallic, glitter,
wood grain, ‘brush’ effects, aggregated colour or
embossed textures can be added.

Fanbooks

Fanbooks, also known as fandecks, provide
accurate colour reference for professionals such
as architects, specifiers and designers.
Fanbooks display large colour ranges whilst
being compact and easily portable. Colours can
be displayed as one per leaf, or striped multiple
colours depending on requirement.
Effects such as pearlescent, metallic, glitter,
wood grain, ‘brush’ effects, aggregated colour or
embossed textures can be added.

Colour Identification
Labels

Colour accurate product labels ensures real
colour representation is displayed right through
to point of purchase, minimising returns and
increasing consumer confidence in their product
selection.
These adhesive coated labels are supplied
in reels for application directly onto product
packaging, either manually or by automation.
Bar codes can be added to the label as can
effects such as pearlescent, metallic, glitter,
wood grain, ‘brush’ effects, aggregated colour or
embossed textures can be added.

Stripe Cards

These individual cards display shades and tints
of a colour. Supplied as shrink wrapped packs or
loose leaves, stripe cards help consumers with
accurate colour selection and are also used to
support tinting systems in retail outlets.

Colour Sheets

Colour sheets, also known as ‘colour samples’
show individual product colours over a much
bigger surface area than a stripe card or label,
usually A4, A5 or A6 in size.
An alternative to tester posts, they provide
consumers with a portable and convenient ‘true’
colour representation of the product without
interference from a base wall colour.
Effects such as pearlescent, metallic, glitter,
wood grain, ‘brush’ effects, aggregated colour or
embossed textures can be added.

“

COLOUR
MATCHING IS
AT THE HEART
OF OUR
COMPANY

”

Our Expert Colour
Matching Process
Matching to your choice of colour standards

You can provide us with the standard you want us to colour
match to in a number of ways. This can be actual products,
painted out samples, colour data, drawdowns or using our
own in-house colour standards such as RAL, BS381C,
BS4800 or NCS.

Our colour matching process

Our process combines 40 years’ experience of colour
matching with highly specialised spectrophotometry. We test
colours under three different light sources to ensure there is
no colour change in different lighting conditions.
We then supply you with our ‘fixed film depth’ drawdowns for
your approval.

Expertly managed and delivered

Once colours are approved our production process begins.
We supply large, medium or small volumes and can also
feed into your stock managed control systems to ensure
consistent stock fulfilment.
Your dedicated Typocolor account manager is there to advise
and keep you informed through every stage of the process.

Accreditations

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, FSC, PEFC, Members
of OCCA and BCF

Effects

Pearlescent

Metallic

Glitter

Wood Grain

Embossed Textures

‘Brush’ effect

What our clients say
“ The finished product looks great and paints sales have
gone through the roof, what more can I say, thank you! ”

- Bespoke conservatory and paint brand
manufacturer

		

“ Typocolor take a lot of the stress out of our colour card
production. They provide good advice, great service and very
competitive prices. ”

- Luxury paint brand

“ Colour Charts offering a true representation of colour are
key in the sealant and adhesive industry and Typocolor
provide these with a fantastic service from start to finish.
Highly recommended. ”

- Sealant and adhesive manufacturer

“ We are very satisfied with Typocolor’s production of our
colour cards, the paper as much as the colours. A quality job
and we are very grateful. Thank you! ”

- Luxury paint brand

“ We are delighted with the fanbook Typocolor created for us.
Their ability to replicate 100% accuracy of the colour of our
doors has been a valuable tool for us and our customers. ”

- Kitchen and bedroom furniture supplier

“ We are delighted with our first consignment of swatch books
and they are already flying out of the door. Thank you! ”

- Luxury paint brand

Get In
Touch

As a niche specialist in colour accuracy we are here to provide you with
all the help, guidance, advice and support you need in creating marketing
collateral that replicates what makes your brand different
– your

colours

Brighten up your day and get in touch to talk about your colour
requirements for marketing

Sonia Sullivan

Client Development
5 Prospect Place
Skelmersdale

Office : 01695 720551
M obile : 07710836608

www.typocolor.com

Lancashire
WN8 9QD

ssullivan@typocolor.com
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